Recipient

TrashDollys Dance Theatre

Pippa Robinson

Bristol City Council Creative Seed Fund Projects 2017/2018 (Awarded March 2017)
Project Title
Project description
Over two weeks we will work with a community cast and a group of
experienced dancers aged between 16 – 25, to create two dance pieces that
Creed of Youth
explore mental health issues commonly found in young people.

Grandmother’s Footsteps

An intergenerational arts project promoting and nourishing creative
relationships between Grandmothers, mothers and daughters in
families living in Fishponds and Knowle West.
Crowd, an installation made by people who face barriers to the cultural life of
Bristol, to give them a presence and a voice.
A collaboration with the Creative Youth Network to develop and perform a
verbatim inspired piece of theatre exploring the narrative of a transgender
young person based on true stories.

Barbara Disney

Crowd

Alice Nicholas

Eclipse Development and
Production

Tandem Print

A Community Shelter

Rising Arts Agency CIC

All In The Mind?

Invisible Youth

Giving the young people of East Bristol the opportunity to co-create a unique
professional production with mentoring artists from Invisible Circus, alongside
Circus City Festival. Bringing theatre audiences to Social Circus projects and
Invisible Youth in Circus City spotlighting and endorsing these Bristol communities.

Spit & Polish

Unspoken Words

A series of printmaking workshops in five different locations culminating in tentbased installations celebrating cultural diversity in Bristol.
A young people-led photographic project exploring personal and political issues
relating to mental health. Through the virtual and physical exhibition of their
images, young people will actively contribute to better mental health
education.

Spit & Polish will provide experienced performance poets to run spoken word
workshops for older people suffering with isolation and loneliness and younger
people from disadvantaged backgrounds. The groups will work together to
write poems which they will perform.

Award amount

£2,950.00

£2,973.00
£3,000.00

£2,953.00

£3,000.00

£2,922.48

£3,000.00

£2,445.00

The Misfits Theatre Company
UK
Hidden Voices

DragonBird Theatre CIC

Young Families Early Years
Theatre

Arts Enlarge

Bigger Than Me

Vicky Harrison

The Bristol Crocodile

Liz Clarke & Company

Cannonballista!

‘Hidden Voices’ poetry project provides the opportunity for PWLD to be heard
and connect with the wider community. Providing a platform through two
exhibitions to change community experience of PWLD and empower the
writers and performers involved.
The Young Families Early Years Theatre Project will deliver theatre and play
sessions to students of the Meriton School. Giving young parents and their
children the opportunity to experience live theatre, play together and bond in a
familiar environment.
‘Bigger Than Me’ invites individuals in Henbury, Sea Mills, Shirehampton,
Avonmouth, Lawrence Weston and Southmead to work with artists to create
the parts of a large scale giant. This giant will be the centre piece of pride at a
community celebration and in doing so will unite diverse communities.
A project which has grown out of intense community involvement with
BRISWOOL, developing the skills of many people and in the course producing a
beautiful woolly crocodile showcasing innovative techniques and process and
becoming a Bristol icon.
A series of high-impact workshops for women resulting in new performance.
An exploratory process focussing on creativity and support; the legacy of which
will be a bespoke &highly visual bookwork, exploring good practice within the
arts.
Total

£2,950.00

£2,700.00

£3,000.00

£3,000.00

£3,000.00
£37,893.48

